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This paper ismotivated by the unique findings and observations from reconnaissance
visits after the earthquake series in Puerto Rico in January 2020. It aims to discuss the
potential interactions of Hurricane Maria and 2020 earthquake series and the
considerations they underscore for future field reconnaissance missions.
Traditionally, post-disaster damage assessment activities focus on one hazard and
overlook the potentially cascading effects of multiple hazards on structures and
infrastructure. This paper provides case studies showing the possible interaction of
multiple hazards and their cascading effects observed in Puerto Rico. Infrastructure
surveyed includes port facilities, buildings (particularly historical structures), and
bridge structures. The data collected during the reconnaissance missions reveal
how the impacts of Hurricane Maria, along with infrastructure aging and delayed
repair and recovery activities, may have influenced the damage level and failure
modes observed during the earthquake sequence a few years after. These case
studies illustrate the nature of multihazard interactions and how these effects should
be documented during post-disaster assessments. Beyond the insights gained from
the case studies illustrated in this paper, the field survey instrument is provided as a
basis for future reconnaissance studies, and the full set of reconnaissance data
collected are published on the NSF funded NHERI DesignSafe cyberinfrastructure. As
a result, this work not only provides data from Puerto Rico that can inform future
damage and recovery modeling efforts, but also offers survey instruments and a field
data collection process that is particularly tailored to cases wheremultihazard effects
are at play.
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1 Introduction

Regions across the United States and worldwide are generally at risk from more than one
natural hazard which vary in spatial and temporal scale, occurrence potential, and intensity.
These hazards may include earthquakes, hurricanes, floods, tsunamis, landslides, tornadoes,
snowstorms, and fires, among others. Design engineers, infrastructure owners, risk managers,
and other stakeholders are challenged to address the potential impacts of one or more natural
hazards. Current design philosophies fail to consider the complex and intertwined effects of
multiple hazards (Roy and Matsagar, 2021). The development and implementation of effective
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design and risk mitigation strategies requires an understanding of the
performance of structures and infrastructure in a multihazard
environment, considering cases of concurrent, non-concurrent, or
cascading hazards. Unique engineering challenges are posed by such
multihazard problems (Li et al., 2012). Ongoing work in the
community ranges from characterizing the multihazard potential
(Gill and Malamud, 2014; Hayes et al., 2014), simulating behavior
under cascading hazards (Echevarria et al., 2015b; Echevarria et al.,
2015; Imani et al., 2015; Keller and Pessiki, 2015), testing structures
under concurrent hazard loading (Baheru et al., 2014), to modeling
risk and resilience in multihazard settings (Barbato et al., 2013;
Kameshwar and Padgett, 2014; Echevarria et al., 2015a; Jaimes
et al., 2015; van de Lindt et al., 2015). Unfortunately, the lack of
field data to support a variety of multihazard analyses to adequately
characterize system failure modes or validate the existing models has
slowed the progress in this domain (Bruneau et al., 2017).

In this regard, the cascading effects of two inherently different
events that impacted Puerto Rico presented a unique opportunity for
researchers to collect invaluable data and provide empirical evidence
for potential multihazard interactions. A team of researchers with
diverse backgrounds in structural engineering, risk assessment, and
risk mitigation for complex and interconnected infrastructure systems
conducted reconnaissance missions to document and analyze the
damages during the January 2020 earthquake series (Miranda et al.,
2020) with linkage to Hurricane Maria, the Category four storm that
struck the island in September 2017 (FEMA, 2018). The nomenclature
proposed by Zaghi et al. (2016) to discuss multihazard design will be
used in the framing of this paper. The case of two subsequent
punctuated events, i.e., earthquake series and hurricane, as
occurred in Puerto Rico is a classic case of non-concurrent
multihazard scenarios. In such a case, degradation of structural
capacity or shifts in boundary conditions from the primary event,
along with the incremental or incomplete restoration processes prior
to subsequent events, can have a significant impact on performance.
This premise is illustrated below in Figure 1. Here, it is shown how
either a delayed repair or no repair negatively impacts system
performance during a second event. For example, for a port
structure, gradual decay makes the structure more vulnerable. After

an event, the damaged structure could go through a faster decay than
before as shown with the larger negative slope. However, this
interaction between chronic stressors and multiple hazard events is
not well understood, and data is scarce to fill this knowledge gap
(Zaghi et al., 2016).

While it is well known that earthquakes can have a different
impact on structures that suffer from corrosion damage or scour
(Shiraki et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2014; Burke and Bruneau, 2016;
Argyroudis et al., 2020), analyses are commonly performed on models
of intact structures. This can be detrimental given that structures are
rarely hit by an event in their intact form, i.e., new construction.
Researchers have studied the combined effects of chronic and extreme
stressors on the reliability and resilience of infrastructure systems
throughout their lifetime (Ouyang et al., 2012; Yang and Frangopol,
2019; Liu et al., 2020), underscoring the significance of considering the
interactions of multiple hazards at different stages in the system’s
service life, rather than modeling them independently. For the specific
case of bridges (Kumar and Gardoni, 2014; Padgett and Kameshwar,
2016; Vishnu and Padgett, 2020), several studies examined their
vulnerability to impacts such as hurricanes and earthquakes, along
with gradual stressors such as aging and sea-level rise, while
emphasizing the pressing need for multihazard empirical data to
support model development and validation. While several
researchers have discussed procedures for multihazard risk
assessment predicting cascading failures (Eisenberg et al., 2020;
Wei et al., 2022), the community lacks empirical data showcasing
the impacts of such hazards.

During the investigation in Puerto Rico, it was found that some of
the damage scenarios may be explained in a multihazard context that
accounts for an interaction of impacts from the recent earthquakes
and Hurricane Maria. The earthquakes exposed several unexpected
and undocumented vulnerabilities of the infrastructure. As there is
limited knowledge on the possible interactions of hurricanes and
seismic events, the team investigated conditions that could lead to
multihazard damages including: 1) structures and sites that
experienced soil erosion during Hurricane Maria, 2) landslide-
driven hydrologic effects of Maria that may be worsened during
the earthquakes, 3) structural repairs that changed boundary

FIGURE 1
Schematic showing change in system performance in subsequent hazards based on repair timeline.
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conditions in subsequent events, 4) structures that showed signs of
damage after the occurrence of the aftershocks, and 5) structural
design concepts, such as elevated construction to avoid flooding, that
makes structures more vulnerable to earthquakes.

This paper intends to present a thought-provoking series of case
studies which encourage future reconnaissance missions through the
lens of multihazard impacts. The main contributions of the work are:
1) presenting actual field observations and insights on multi-hazard
interactions, 2) providing access to the comprehensive set of data
collected, curated, and published for reuse on DesignSafe CI, and 3)
sharing a field survey instrument and systematic field survey approach
for future use in reconnaissance cases with potential multihazard
effects. It is important to note that this paper relies heavily on
observations, limited publicly available data, and the firsthand
accounts of infrastructure owners or operators collected during the
field visits. For that reason, significant interpretation was needed by
the authors. The authors acknowledge that some of the findings
presented may be viewed differently by other experts, but the aim
is to share the data and information gleaned from conversations
during our multiple visits and post-mission reflections. An
overview of the region and susceptibility to hazards is presented
first, followed by the details of four case studies of multihazard
interactions. This work not only provides data from Puerto Rico
that can inform future damage and recovery modeling efforts, but also
presents survey instruments and a field data collection process that is
particularly tailored to cases where multihazard effects are at play.

2 Overview of location and events

2.1 Location of interest

Ponce, Puerto Rico’s second largest city, is located on the island’s
southern coast. During the 1800s, Ponce was an important port for
shipping sugar, rum, coffee, and tobacco (Tillman, 2009). As the sugar
industry evaporated in the 20th century, the economy experienced a
downturn that resulted in an increased reliance on tourism. In
addition, the island has grappled with high unemployment and
poverty rates, government disinvestment in public services, and
crime. Natural hazards in this area expose vulnerabilities from
colonial subjugation, economic hardship, environmental injustice,
infrastructural neglect, and corruption from the island’s political
class (Lloréns, 2018). In the following section, we will provide an
overview of the threat from natural disasters and detail the two
phenomena that are the focus of this paper: Hurricane Maria and
the 2020 earthquake series.

2.2 Overview of hazards

2.2.1 Hurricanes
Puerto Rico is subject to frequent and severe impacts from

hurricanes, particularly between June and November (Havidan,
1997; Emery et al., 2004; López-Marrero et al., 2019). Puerto Rico
experiences some of the highest hurricane frequency in the North
Atlantic basin. Storms typically approach from the east and south-east,
and the most intense storms often form on the western coast of Africa
and reach Puerto Rico near maximum intensity (Emery et al., 2004).
Based on data from 1900 to 2017, a total of 33 hurricanes passed over

Puerto Rico or within 86 miles from the coast. Furthermore, 14 of the
33 reached wind velocities of Category three or higher (López-Marrero
et al., 2019).

The 2017 Atlantic hurricane season was one of the costliest and
most destructive on record. For the first time, three Category four
hurricanes made landfall in the US (Blake, 2018). One such event was
Hurricane Maria, which devastated Puerto Rico and many islands in
the Caribbean. On 20 September 2017, Hurricane Maria’s center
crossed the southeast coast of Puerto Rico near Yabucoa around
10:15 UTC. At that time, the maximum wind speed was 155 mph,
which is just below Category five intensity. The hurricane’s center
crossed the island from southeast to northwest and emerged into
the Atlantic around 18:00 UTC (Pasch et al., 2017). The estimated
storm surge levels at the coast are shown in Figure 2. The scale
of the devastation, costliness of the damage, and delay in releasing
federal aid left critical infrastructure unrepaired prior to the
earthquake series.

2.2.2 Earthquakes
The island of Puerto Rico is located between the North American

and the Caribbean tectonic plates. The boundary is characterized
primarily by left-lateral motion along east-west striking faults (Jansma
et al., 2000). The Puerto Rico-Virgin Islands microplate is one of three
microplates located in this complex plate boundary zone (Raussen and
Lykke-Andersen, 2009), and is part of the Caribbean plate. On the
northern side of the island, the North American plate is subducting
obliquely beneath the Caribbean plate (Vičič et al., 2022). This is
bounded by the east-west striking Puerto Rico trench (Jansma et al.,
2000). On the southern side of the island, the Muertos trough, an east-
west striking fault defines the southern limit of the Puerto Rico-Virgin
Islands microplate (Jansma et al., 2000). Seismicity in and around
Puerto Rico averages hundreds of earthquakes per year (Jansma et al.,
2000).

A series of significant seismic events occurred in the southwestern
region of Puerto Rico in early January 2020. The first major event (Mw

5.8) occurred on January 6th at 10:32 a.m. UTC. The second
significant event (Mw 6.4) occurred on January 7th at 8:24 a.m.
UTC. The third significant event (Mw 5.6) occurred on January 7th
at 11:18 a.m. UTC. These earthquakes caused significant damage to
many structures near Guayanilla and Ponce, Puerto Rico. The start of
the seismic events occurred on 28 December 2019, and the region
continued to experience aftershocks as of March 2020 (Miranda et al.,
2020). A summary of all magnitude five and larger earthquakes
between 29 December 2019 and 17 January 2020 are listed in
Table 1 (Van Der Elst et al., 2020). The PGA contours from the
Mw 6.4 event are shown in Figure 3.

3 Reconnaissance methods

The reconnaissance missions were funded through an NSF RAPID
Project. The first visits were conducted January 23rd-24th and
February 24th-26th, 2020. The final visit was set to occur in March
2020 but was delayed due to COVID-19 travel restrictions. When
travel bans were lifted, the final visit was conducted on April 21st-
23rd, 2021. The inspections focused on structures in Southern Puerto
Rico that sustained damages during the earthquake series. The
damages were compared to previous seismic events to determine if
the level of damage was consistent with the magnitude of the
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earthquake or if additional factors likely contributed to the damage.
Traditional post-disaster damage assessment activities focus on one
hazard and overlook the potentially destructive cascading effects of
multiple hazards on structures and infrastructure. Therefore, the focus
of this study was to identify the compounding impacts of Hurricane
Maria and the 2020 earthquake series. Through this inspection, a
comprehensive data set was collected to understand if the impacts of
Hurricane Maria resulted in an increased level of damage or
contributed to unexpected modes of failure during the recent
earthquake series.

Multiple methods were used to ensure a comprehensive set of data
was collected. The data collection methods included a damage
assessment survey, multiple image types, images and videos taken
with an unmanned aerial system (UAS) operated by a team member,
and Lidar scan data. All data from the missions can be found on
DesignSafe-CI (Zaghi et al., 2021; Hain et al., 2022). The team made
use of the RAPID Facility Field Data Collection App (Rapp) survey
application to ensure a systematic approach toward data collection
(Berman et al., 2020). The survey included guiding questions to be
answered at each site location at the start of data collection. The survey
questions are included below in Table 2. The survey is meant to be

used in the numerical order shown. The damage assessment survey
was completed by 2-3 of the team members to ensure it the findings
were consistent.

4 Results from multihazard case studies

4.1 Case 1: Historic buildings in downtown
Ponce, PR shock-aftershock

One of the most prevalent examples of multihazard events is the
successive nature of the initial earthquake and corresponding
aftershocks. While most earthquakes are accompanied by
aftershocks, typical designs only consider the maximum magnitude
event. As the research team visited Puerto Rico on three occasions
after the initial earthquake series, they were able to evaluate the
progression of structural damages in the aftershock events.

As the economy of the Ponce region is largely focused on tourism,
the team focused on historical structures. These buildings were
vulnerable to seismic loads for several reasons, including their age
and the brittle nature of the construction materials and structural

FIGURE 2
Estimated storm surge inundation along the coasts of Puerto Rico adapted from Pasch et al. (2017).

TABLE 1 Summary of magnitude five and larger earthquakes between December 29th, 2019–17 January 2020 (Van Der Elst et al., 2020).

Date (UTC) Time (UTC) Magnitude Latitude Longitude Depth, km

Dec. 29, 2019 01:06:00 5.0 17.885° N 66.864° W 6.0

Jan. 6, 2020 10:32:18 5.8 17.867° N 66.819° W 6.0

Jan. 7, 2020 08:24:26 6.4 17.916° N 66.813° W 10.0

Jan. 7, 2020 08:34:02 5.6 17.922° N 66.731° W 10.0

Jan. 7, 2020 08:50:45 5.0 17.953° N 66.677° W 10.0

Jan. 7, 2020 11:18:43 5.6 18.022° N 66.776° W 9.0

Jan. 10, 2020 22:26:25 5.2 17.935° N 66.883° W 9.0

Jan. 11, 2020 12:54:45 5.9 17.949° N 66.851° W 5.0

Jan. 11, 2020 12:56:22 5.2 17.824° N 66.795° W 10.0

Jan. 15, 2020 15:36:23 5.2 17.916° N 67.017° W 5.0
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systems. A sample of the damage progression over time is shown in
Figure 4. During the initial events, this building sustained severe
damage including shear cracking at the awning and at multiple
locations along the roof as shown in Figures 4A, B. At this point,
the building was roped off and entry was halted for safety concerns. As
the aftershocks continued, the damaged worsened, as shown in
Figure 4C. One of the shear cracks along the side of the building
expanded and the brick wall collapsed which exposed the structural
support system of the roof. It is also important to note that the front of
the structure was supported by temporary bracing that was installed
after themain shock, which prevented the collapse of this portion. This
shows that minimal external bracing/shoring or strengthening is an
effective strategy in preventing unrecoverable damage or total collapse
during aftershocks. This is particularly important for brittle structures

that lack an engineered system to provide ductility and energy
dissipation, and those with historic significance. To minimize
damage in subsequent events it is critical to first identify the repair
priorities and then allocate the resources needed to execute the repairs.
When identifying repair priorities, safety, economic impact, and
historical significance should be considered.

A second example of a historical building that suffered damage
during the initial earthquake series is shown below in Figure 5. In
Figure 5A, shear cracks on the unreinforced masonry wall around
the window opening are visible. This hotel is located in downtown
Ponce. It experienced temporary closures after the damage was
discovered from the mainshock. The damage was repaired quickly,
and the window was removed to form a more robust lateral load
resisting system as shown in Figure 5B. This illustrates how the

FIGURE 3
PGA contours estimated from ShakeMap for 7 January 2020, Mw 6.4 earthquake (USGS, 2020).

TABLE 2 Damage assessment survey.

Survey questions

1 Name of damaged structure

2 Damaged component of structure

3 Identify the type of seismic damage

4 Was the damage limited to the mainshock?

5 Is the type and extent of damage proportional to the intensity of the ground shaking?

6 Are there any identifiable design or construction issues?

7 If applicable, describe the design and construction issues and identify if they fully describe the cause of damage

8 Is there any sign of exposure to the hurricane effects?

9 Describe and document the nature of the interaction

10 List the applicable pictures for References

11 Additional notes
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timely implementation of repairs can protect vulnerable, but
significant, structures from increased damage.

In the context of societal and economic impacts, damages after the
hurricane and the slow recovery led to mass migration from the

affected areas. In the aftermath of the earthquake series, the number of
individuals leaving Puerto Rico increased (Sanchez, 2020; Aranda
et al., 2022). This included a large number of small business owners
supporting the tourism industry. The research team identified that a

FIGURE 4
Damage progression of sample historical building in downtown Ponce under aftershock events. Images were taken during consecutive visits on (A)
23 January 2020, (B) 25 February 2020, and (C) 20 April 2021.

FIGURE 5
Historical hotel in Downtown Ponce showing (A) damage after initial earthquake series and (B) view of repaired wall segment.
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lack of, or delayed, access to federal funding through FEMA
significantly slowed the economic recovery of the region, which
adds to the vulnerability. For example, the team noticed that
several historic buildings in Ponce that needed restoration after the
earthquakes were abandoned by the owners. At the time of the visits,
the city officials were in conversation with the historic preservation
community to evaluate if some of these buildings have to be
demolished because of public safety concerns.

4.2 Case 2: Rafael Cordero Santiago Port of
the Americas, Hurricane Maria–earthquake
series

This case study details the multihazard impacts from punctuated
stressors, i.e., HurricaneMaria and the earthquake series. The extent of
damage on ports facilities due to hurricanes is often directly correlated
to the proximity of the port to the hurricane landfall. Damages can be
attributed to several characteristics of the hurricane, including storm
surge, wave heights, wind speed, debris impact, and the duration of
exposure. Hurricane damages can include disruptions to key features,
such as the navigation channel, or structures, such as piers and wharfs,
as well as destruction of ancillary structures, equipment, and cargo
throughout the port (Wakeman, 2013). While the port experienced
notable damage fromHurricane Maria alone, this section will focus on

the physical impacts from the storm that influenced its performance
during the earthquake series.

This case highlights one pier that sustained severe damage
during the earthquakes, shown below in Figure 6. The level of
damage sustained was greater than what is expected from
earthquakes of this magnitude, suggesting additional factors
contributed to the damage. Major damage types included seaward
displacement of panels (Figures 6A, C), bowing of the berth
(Figure 7), and collapse of panels (Figures 6A, B). Upon
inspection, the team determined the slab failure of the pier that
occurred during the earthquake series was caused by compromised
support conditions. Key personnel from the site noted washout from
the pier was evident after Hurricane Maria. In addition, evidence of
coastal erosion in the region was noted in Geotechnical Extreme
Events Reconnaissance report following the hurricane (Silva-Tulla
et al., 2018). The erosion of the supporting soil fill, as shown in
Figure 6B, made the unreinforced slab-on-grade vulnerable to the
seismic shaking.

As shown in Figure 7, there was severe bowing of the berth at the
upper region of the pier. This bowing shows an area on the edge of the
pier that is experiencing larger outward displacements compared to
other areas along the length, which suggests more significant pile
damage at this location. It is unlikely the bowing is caused by large soil
or water pressure at this location, as washout of the soil fill within the
damaged regions was observed.

FIGURE 6
Images of damages to Pier following January 2020 earthquake series including (A) an aerial view of the overall damage, (B) washout of soil underneath
collapsed panel, and (C) representative image showing separation of main slab and pier.
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The port was closed for a short period of time due to damage
incurred from the hurricane, yet the port was partially restored due to
its critical role. While the port was allocated funds to address damages
from Hurricane Maria, at the time of inspection the federal funds still
had not been released. Due to this delay, the condition of many
structures continued to degrade, worsening the performance in the
earthquake series. It is not in the scope of this paper to discuss the
reasons for delaying funds, rather we aim to highlight the ramification
of such actions in terms of safety and higher overall repair costs
following subsequent events. This should be a key consideration for
policymakers when responding to and planning for future natural
disasters.

The damages caused significant delays and postponement of the
expansion plans, which were to transform the port into an integrated
transport center and logistics platform for international trade in the
Caribbean region. The goal of this development strategy was to
convert the facility into a third-generation, multi-cargo port, in
order to meet the growing needs of the container ship sector and
the demands of globalization. This delay has exacerbated the economic
impact of the disaster to the affected region, as the lack of capacity to
manage the increased cargo volume has led to further economic losses.

4.3 Case 3: Rafael Cordero Santiago Port of
the Americas, chronic stressors–earthquake
series

Ports are located in highly-corrosive coastal environments. The
two most commonly used structural materials, steel and reinforced
concrete, are both vulnerable to corrosion deterioration (Maniglio
et al., 2021). As such, ports are at a higher risk of accelerated damage
due to corrosion compared to other structures. Design considerations,

such as increasing the thickness of the cover concrete, using corrosion
resistant reinforcements such as epoxy coated or stainless-steel rebar,
or including sacrificial thickness or a concrete coating for steel piles,
can mitigate the adverse impacts of corrosion damage. However,
implementing such strategies often results in increased costs and
not all options were available during the construction of older port
structures. For reinforced concrete elements, such as beams, slabs, and
piles, corrosion of reinforcement is likely to occur if widespread
cracking or insufficient cover is present. Corrosion of the
reinforcement leads to the spalling of cover concrete, which then
further exposes reinforcement. This corrosion weakens the structural
elements and may lead to widespread damage under extreme loadings,
such as hurricanes and earthquakes.

The majority of the earthquake damage at the ports inspected
was exacerbated by underlying corrosion of the structure. This was
likely worsened or initiated in Hurricane Maria due to acceleration
of corrosion damage in structural components due to increased
exposure to sea water. The high level of corrosion present
contributed to the spalling and failure of elements in the seismic
events. Piers had substantial corrosion in the superstructure. This
included the beams (Figure 8A), support structures for slabs
(Figure 8B) and the concrete barrier surrounding the edge of
the piers (Figure 8C). In many cases, the corrosion damage was
not observable prior to the earthquakes when the concrete spalled,
but the level of corrosion in the exposed elements indicates that
corrosion has been occurring for some time. This makes it
challenging to identify corrosion in inspections and, therefore,
unlikely to be repaired until it reaches a critical level.
Understanding the progression of corrosion and how this
deterioration impacts structural behavior under extreme events
is critical for predicting performance of aging structures and
should be considered in design.

While the economic impact of this multihazard scenario is not
immediately evident, it can be viewed from the perspective of the
expansion plans discussed earlier. Any expansion requires repair and
replacement of the existing corrosion damaged elements. This could
potentially lead to delays and increased costs due to the need to repair
or remove the existing structures.

4.4 Case 4: Bridge in Guayanilla, Hurricane
Maria—earthquake series

During Hurricane Maria, the Guayanilla River flooded, which
resulted in washout and debris impacts. This was observed on the
bridge carrying PR-127, which spans the river. The washout was most
severe at the abutment, where exposed piles can be seen on the left of
Figure 9A. The bridge was closed and required repair, including
backfilling behind the abutment and fill work in front of the
abutment (Maria, 2017). This bridge was not visited in the
missions in 2020, but after seeing the drone footage from after
Hurricane Maria, was added to the inspection list for the
2021 mission. Following the earthquake series and as of April
2021, the bridge remained open to traffic. A panoramic view of the
bridge taken with a drone is shown in Figure 9B. Upon further
inspection, the research team found several examples of seismic
damage, including cracking at the abutments from pounding, bent
anchor bolts at the bearings, and spalling at the top of the columns, as
shown in Figures 9D, E. There was also evidence of geotechnical

FIGURE 7
View of bowing of berth at Pier 2.
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FIGURE 8
Elements at the ports inspected had severe corrosion damage that was observable after the earthquake series. Sample views of different elements with
visible deterioration from corrosion include (A) beams, (B) support structures for slabs, and (C) concrete barrier surrounding the edge of the piers.

FIGURE 9
Bridge in Guayanilla, PR over the Guayanilla River. These photos include (A) a screenshot from a drone flyover taken 50 days after hurricane Maria (Maria,
2017), (B) an overall view of the bridge taken on the final reconnaissance mission, (C) the geotechnical impacts observed at the abutment, (D) cracking on
support column on Pier 1, and (E) cracking of support column on Pier 2.
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damage, as shown in Figure 9C, but it was not clear if this was left over
from hurricane Maria, or a result of the earthquakes.

This case study was included to show an example of where the
multihazard effect was not clear. While there was no direct evidence,
the soil washout that occurred at the abutment and piers may have
contributed to more extensive damage to the bridge columns than was
observed at other bridges in the area. In addition, if this spalling is not
repaired in a timely fashion, the column reinforcement at the critical
plastic hinge zone will be subjected to premature corrosion damage,
which will further weaken the structure.

The restoration of transportation infrastructure was prioritized in
the aftermath of the hurricane, and the bridge structures visited were
found to be in a relatively good condition. This was an important
factor in avoiding any disruptive failure of the bridges after the
earthquakes, thus ensuring continued access to the impacted areas.

5 Discussion

The cases presented illustrate multihazard impacts observed on
different structure types and under different hazards. Multihazard
reconnaissance is significantly more challenging because the state of
the structure is not always documented after the first event, or
through time. In addition, a consistent data collection approach is
needed to ensure that the data collected at different times are
comparable in terms of location and focus. The founding of the
Structural Extreme Events Reconnaissance (StEER) Network in
2018 was a notable first step in this direction. However, we need to
promote the use of a multihazard approach in reconnaissance. The
traditional approach has been focused on documenting damage from
a single event and ensuringmeaningful information can be extracted from
the observation data. It is important to evaluate the damages in the context
of the condition of the structure and the potential interaction of multiple
hazards, otherwise the findings may be misleading. Findings from
reconnaissance are used to inform changes to design codes, thus it is
critical to make sure the correct conclusions are drawn. For example, if we
see failure of concrete elements without paying attention to level of
corrosion or a change in the support conditions, we may misattribute the
cause. While the data in this paper was not directly used to assess safety
levels of the structures noted, it is our hope that the data presented will

encourage the multihazard perspective in future reconnaissance missions.
The safety assessment process requires well-calibrated and generalizable
analytical models of structural types and systems, which is a major
undertaking that was outside of the scope of this effort. However, as
an intermediate approach, additional questions can be added to surveys in
current field safety evaluation protocols and manuals to note potential
evidence of prior damages due to other hazards or aging as well as the
interaction of effects from multiple hazards.

Another consideration for the future of multihazard design in
regions such as Puerto Rico is addressing conflicting design objectives.
The design of buildings in Puerto Rico is largely dependent on the
location of the structure. Most buildings in coastal areas of the island
are concrete structures. These buildings resist high winds, but their
large mass makes them vulnerable to the earthquakes. In addition,
elevated construction is used for the buildings to prevent water
damage due to storm surge. However, this system is vulnerable to
earthquakes because of the soft story behavior as shown in Figure 10A.
As additional regions become exposed to new and more extreme
natural hazards due to climate change, the research on multihazard
damages and design will need to be implemented in design codes.

We would be remiss not to note the importance of contractors and
inspectors adhering to designs. During the reconnaissance mission,
the team overserved many buildings that appeared to have
construction flaws such as poor-quality concrete or insufficient
steel reinforcement (Figure 10B). Due to the limited information
available to the team, it is unclear if the issues were caused in the
design or construction phase. While these findings do not fall under
the purview of multihazard design or inspection per se, they are critical
components of forensic engineering to ascertain failure patterns.

6 Conclusion

This paper presents a series of case studies from multiple
reconnaissance missions in the region surrounding Ponce, PR,
analyzing the damages from the January 2020 earthquake series
with linkage to Hurricane Maria, the Category four storm that
struck the island in September 2017. In cases of subsequent
hazards, degradation of structural capacity or shifts in boundary
conditions from the primary event, along with the incremental or

FIGURE 10
Damage of building in Guánica, PR following earthquake series showing (A) overall damage and soft-story failure mode and (B) close up of support
column collapse.
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incomplete restoration processes prior to subsequent events, can have
a significant impact on performance. The cascading effects of the two
inherently different events that impacted Puerto Rico presented a
unique opportunity for researchers to collect invaluable data and
provide empirical evidence to characterize multihazard interactions.

Beyond the key insights gained from investigation of the case
studies described in this paper, this study introduced a new field survey
instrument. This instrument emphasized unique considerations for
future field reconnaissance missions to systematically consider the
potential for multiple event effects over short and long time periods.
Moreover, the full dataset from multiple waves of reconnaissance was
published on NHERI’s DesignSafe cyberinfrastructure platform to
allow sharing and data reuse. Such data could provide a future
opportunity to verify and validate structural system level damage
and restoration models, particularly for the understudied area of life-
cycle resilience in which incomplete recovery or damage accumulation
affects subsequent event performance.
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